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LessOn 3: 
neW AnimAL DisCOVeRY

Aim

to imagine a new species that has

adaptations to suit a particular habitat.

CURRiCULUm Links

Pupils will:

n��Understand that animals are adapted 

to suit their habitat and diet.

n��select resources to inform a creative

planning process.

n��Work collaboratively to make a 

final piece.

keY VOCAbULARY

Adaptation, amphibian, bird, defence, fish,
hearing, infra red, invertebrate, mammal,
predator, prey, reptile, senses, ultraviolet,
vision.

PRePARAtiOn
n Photocopy one class map of your grounds 
per group.

n Photocopy a set of Adaptation Cards per
group (pages 22-24).

n Sheets of A3 paper for each team.

n Pupils need a sketchbook, notebook or paper 
for individual drawings.

n Optional – materials for making a small 3D
model or collage.

intRODUCtiOn
1. Lesson 3, Clip 1: Steve sets a
challenge to imagine a brand-new
species living near your school.

2. Ask the class to imagine: If a creature fell from
outer space, what would it need in order to
survive? What are the obstacles and dangers 
that it might face? Discuss as a class. Explain
that animals have physical characteristics that
make them suited to their environment.

mAin
1. Lesson 3, Clips 2-6: 
Animal adaptations.

Discuss how animals are adapted to where
they live and what they eat.

2. Explain that teams are going to each imagine 
a new species which is adapted to live in your
school grounds. They need to keep it secret, as
the other teams are going to search for it in
an expedition in a later lesson. The new species
will live in the zones that the teams explored
in lesson 2.

3. Teams discuss: What will your creature eat? 
What will eat it? Teams decide based on what 
can be found in their habitat.
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4. Explain that the teams are now going to
decide how their species is adapted to 
their habitat. For example, they might be
camouflaged so that they are hard for
predators to see in the grass.

Hand out the Adaptation Cards. The cards
contain example adaptations from real
animals, and are intended to stimulate the
children’s own ideas. If you want to, you can
look at all the cards relating to one animal at 
a time, or you can mix up the cards to provide
more random stimulus.

Ask the teams to look at the Adaptation
Cards for ideas, and discuss potential
adaptations for their creature. Remember,
they should only give their creature an
adaptation that helps them to live in their
habitat.

5. Ask each child to copy the style of the
Adaptation Cards to write about one
adaptation. Draft on spare paper and then
write on card or sticky notes. Each creature
should have at least one adaptation under
each heading; 

– amazing sense
– marvellous movement
– perfect home
– deadly defence
– incredible eating.

Movement - suckers

on tail and legs for

climbing. Flaps

under arms turn

into a parachute to

quickly get to 

the ground.

Defence - spikes 

to avoid birds eating

it. Camouflage blue

for playground pipes.

Home - hangs

upside down on

playground at

night, lives on

climbing frames.

Eating - extendable

tongue to swallow

wasps, special

protection in mouth

to avoid being

stung

Amazing sense -

backward facing

ears to detect

children coming

out to playground

and hide

Ask the pupils to read out what they have
written to their team, then ask them to sketch
what the animal might look like, based on
what they have heard about its adaptations.
Ask the teams to discuss which parts they 
like from each drawing.

6. Give each team a sheet of A3 paper. Ask one
person to draw an outline that brings in ideas
from different pupils. Ask the rest of the team
to discuss one ‘Deadly’ feature; does the
creature have any super senses? Can it do
anything that humans are not able to, for
example detect ultraviolet, move super fast,
jump extraordinarily high, see in infra-red?

7. Attach all the new adaptation cards to the 
A3 page to create a large Fact File for each
animal. Photocopy these Fact Files (one of
each per team e.g. Group A x 5… up to
Group E x 5) onto A4 and laminate them.
You’ll need them on expedition day.

8.Optional: Ask each pupil to make a model or
collage of their team’s animal. Keep these safe
– you’ll need them on expedition day.

PLenARY
Ask the teams to reflect on how well they
worked together. Was it difficult to decide which
ideas to include?

Show the class an image of an animal and ask the
children to identify its adaptations and explain
what they think they are for.

NB: The pupils will be searching for each others’
new species in lesson 5, so the class should keep 
the details of their creatures secret.

HOmeWORk
Make your own Fact File card – about your pet 
or another animal of your choice.

Gliding Dragon

FACt FiLe exAmPLe
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